Modular Buildings
for Education

PERMASPACE

SiBCAS

TOP MARKS FOR EXCELLENCE

Top marks for excellence . . . teaching spaces that work
Schools and colleges face continuous demands on space, whether due
to increasing school numbers, renovation work on existing buildings or
unforeseen events that require a quick response.
For over 40 years, we have been building flexible modular accommodation
for local authorities, independent schools, colleges and universities. Offering
best-in-class design and flexibility, our Permaspace system is the perfect
answer to any accommodation need. We offer a full, turnkey solution and
will manage everything from initial plans to final fit out, including dealing
with all of the red tape.
We have a proven record of working closely with the education sector to
provide high-quality, convenient, cost-effective and practical ways to house
pupils in premium accommodation with a minimum of disruption.
At SiBCAS, we don’t just build and fit out modular buildings. We create
teaching environments that work for students and teachers alike. Please
contact us at any of our regional centres, or visit our website at
www.sibcas.co.uk
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Best in class . . . peace of mind included
With SiBCAS you get much more than just a building. As soon as you call,
the entire project is handled by our professionals in a unique start-to-finish
package. Drafting of drawings, structural calculations, submissions to local
authorities, foundation and service works are only part of the package deal
offered. From the initial design stage to the connection of the telephone we’ll
relieve you of all the potential headaches and time consuming detail.
With SiBCAS all you have to do is pick up the phone, and then pick up the keys.
We are members of the Modular and Portable Building Association (MPBA),
Constructionline, the Contractors Health and Safety Assessment Scheme
(CHAS), and EXOR to name but a few. SiBCAS also operates to BS EN ISO
9001:2000 standards for design, manufacture and rental.

ISO 14001
Registered

Environmental
Management

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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SiBCAS

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY PROBLEM

Whether you need a single classroom due to increased pupil numbers
or a complete school during the refurbishment of the existing school,
the SiBCAS Permaspace system combines the comfort and reliability
of a permanent building with the flexibility and efficiency of off-site
manufacture.

Why rent?
The benefits of renting include:
• Buildings can be installed quickly
• No ongoing maintenance issues
• Low capital cost as the rent can be paid monthly
• Ease of expansion by adding modules to the building
• Quick and easy removal of building from the site when rental ends

SAMPLE PLANS
The following represent a few sample floor plans. Please
contact us to discuss your exact requirements as many more are
available.
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optional extras
Planning
Building Control
Design and Space Planning
Air Conditioning
Voice and Data Installations
Projectors and Smart Boards
Fire Alarms
Intruder Alarms
CCTV
Controlled Entry Systems
Timed Heating Systems
Period Bells
Furniture
Foundations and Groundworks
Service Connections
Electrical Testing and Certification

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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CASE STUDY

CALIFORNIA PRIMARY SCHOOL, FALKIRK COUNCIL

THE BRIEF
To design, manufacture and install a nursery. As a stand-alone building,
it provided the capacity to allow additional teaching space as well as
benefiting from toilets, staff kitchen and a community room.
All groundworks and mains services were arranged by SiBCAS to meet
building control regulations.

PROJECT SCALE
• Size: 24.4m x 9.75m (80ft x 32ft)
• Timescale: 12 weeks

BUILDING USE
• Nursery
• Toilet Facilities
• Kitchen Area
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CHALLENGES
• Restricted access
• Soft ground conditions
• Short timescales

OUTCOME
The local authority and school were very happy with the end result, which
exceeded their expectations. The school are now able to teach pre-school
children in a modern learning environment.
Falkirk Council has since approached SiBCAS for further projects.

SiBCAS offers the flexibility needed to
solve any school, college or university
accommodation challenge

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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CASE STUDY

ROLLS CRESCENT PRIMARY SCHOOL, MANCHESTER CITY COUNCIL

THE BRIEF

BUILDING USE

In partnership with both Manchester City Council City Technical Services

Music Room

and Manchester working, SiBCAS was chosen to supply an L2A compliant
new music room for the school. The classroom, access ramps and steps
were required to be fully DFA2 Compliant.

CHALLENGES
• Weekend delivery only as this is a
very popular school in a busy area of

SiBCAS designed foundations which were prepared by Manchester
Working, with fire & intruder alarms extended from the existing systems in
the school.

Manchester.
• 120 Tonne crane with contract lift
undertaken to overcome the difficult
position on site.

PROJECT SCALE

OUTCOME

• Size: 7.3m x 12.0m
• Timescale: 4 weeks manufacture plus 2 weeks on site
• Hire period: 7 years

The whole project was delivered on
schedule and within budget.

inspired environment as easy
as A...B...C...

The school is now able to provide the
much missed music teaching lessons
in the correct learning environment
essential to modern teaching.
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‘The Sibcas team were proactive in providing us with
high quality, fit for purpose accommodation, which
was delivered on time. I would recommend them
without hesitation’. Kay Roche

SIBCAS.CO.UK
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CASE STUDY

CLAREMONT PRIMARY SCHOOL, MANCHESTER CITY COUNCIL

THE BRIEF
Supply of four 2-storey classroom blocks complete with internal staircase and toilets,
providing over 1500m2 of accommodation (16 classrooms) to DFA2 Specification
complete with access ramps and steps.

PROJECT SCALE
• Size: 9.7m x 3.0m each

BUILDING USE
• Classroom accommodation for both natural

• Timescale: 3 weeks per block

expansion and also additional accommodation
during the school refurbishment.
• WC Facilities

CHALLENGES
Short windows of opportunity to deliver to ensure minimal disruption to the
school and the surrounding neighbourhood. Intricate logistical planning required
with the main contractor to ensure a smooth transition for the school.

OUTCOME
Both the school and the Local Authority are delighted with their new education
blocks, the standard of accommodation being superior to their current building
before refurbishment. All were delivered on time and within budget.
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Work with education sector specialists
Services tailored to your needs
At SiBCAS we pride ourselves on ensuring that the transition to your new
temporary accommodation is seamless – and we understand just how
important this is to our clients in the education sector.
We take your input very seriously and our experience working with Local
Authorities and independent schools and colleges across the country
means you can trust SiBCAS to provide facilities that will pass any test
with flying colours.
Please contact us for a quote or to discuss your requirements in detail at
any of our regional centres, or visit our website at
www.sibcas.co.uk
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SCOTLAND
Easton Road
Bathgate
West Lothian
EH48 2SF
Tel: 01506 633122
Fax: 01506 634320

NORTH EAST & YORKSHIRE
Salters Lane
Sedgefield Industrial Estate
Sedgefield
Stockton-on-Tees
TS21 3EE
Tel: 01740 622434
Fax: 01740 622770

NORTH WEST
Chanters Industrial Estate
Atherton
Manchester
M46 9EF
Tel: 01942 896688
Fax: 01942 894967

MIDLANDS & SOUTH
Brickyard Lane
Studley
Warwickshire
B80 7GA
Tel: 01527 850100
Fax: 01527 850200

BATHGATE

SEDGEFIELD

ATHERTON

STUDLEY

enquiries@sibcas.co.uk
www.sibcas.co.uk

